
 
 
 
 
 

 

Invitation for Media Conference Wednesday 21st October Perth 11am 

Australian Liberty Alliance candidates will be available for interview, as well as our special              
guest, popular Dutch MP and PVV party leader Mr. Geert Wilders. In order to comply with                
security protocols, we invite journalists wishing to attend to fill out the accreditation form at               
http://goo.gl/forms/sb7UguO0oZ no later than midnight, Friday 16th October. 

Background 

Australian Liberty Alliance Ltd (ALA) is a national political party that was registered with the               
Australian Electoral Commission in July 2015. The founding members, Mrs. Debbie           
Robinson, Mr. Tony Robinson, Mr. Ralf Schumann, Mrs. Susan Horwood and Mr. Andrew             
Horwood, met in Melbourne in February 2014 and decided to form a new political party.  

The organisation is headquartered in Melbourne and is forming local chapters in federal             
electorates across all states. Membership numbers are growing rapidly. ALA will stand            
candidates in the 2016 federal elections, followed by local and state elections, to coincide              
with the growth in membership.  

While most Australians agree that we live in the world’s greatest country, many are deeply               
frustrated with the current class of political representatives and what they stand for: Moral              
relativism, divisive multiculturalism, political correctness and a growing nanny state, which           
invades our privacy. With poor spending decisions, they are creating an ever-increasing            
legacy of debt for our children, who are denied the basic Western education previous              
generations enjoyed. As a society we have lost much of the genuine happiness, respect and               
common courtesy which makes life good. 

We have gone from a country where you could leave your house unlocked, to one where a                 
frail grandmother is denied a seat on the tram and robbed of her pension. Violence in the                 
classroom, in the home and the wider society is increasing - no matter how many billions we                 
sink into countless feel-good programs. Together with the rapidly increasing Islamisation of            
our communities, these factors create the perfect storm needed for our political renewal. 

ALA policies convey a deep love for Australia, common sense, individual Liberty,            
preservation of Western values and genuine optimism. ALA candidates are not career            
politicians, but determined Australians from all walks of life. Smaller, smarter government,            
stopping the Islamisation of Australia and following our roadmap to an integrated,            
multiethnic country with more individual liberty, more job opportunities and an effective            
and fair social system that is there for those who need it, are our main talking points. 

Read about ALA’s values and positions on our website www.australianlibertyalliance.org.au          
or speak to one of our endorsed candidates. 

Media contact 0401 318 522 or media@australianliberty.org 
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